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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

The Wah Wah is perhaps the most classic pedal of all time. Rockers from Jimi Hendrix to Led Zeppelin 
and others have used the Wah Wah to make awesome and cool rock sounds. Many other people used it 
as well. It is just a simple and awesome thing. You step on there and make the sound change when 
you do it. Many people loved the sick sound that came out of it and other people still do today. 

What is wah wah?
Wah Wah occurs when you press the foot on pedal and move it. It makes the sound change when you 
do it. Keep moving it fast or slow and the sound will also change fast or slow. 

How to use itHow to use it
Many classic rock artists such as Jimi Hendrix used it like on the Star Spangled Banner he played it. 
Other artists did it too. It can really make your music rock even harder than it already does. It made 
people like Kirk Hammett from Matellica rock even harder than he did. He used it succesfully and 
greatly on so many solos.

Our Review
I plugged an awesome blue guitar into this black pedal. I pressed my foot on the pedal and the sound I plugged an awesome blue guitar into this black pedal. I pressed my foot on the pedal and the sound 
was great.  The pedal is called a wah wah but they also called it ‘cry baby.’ because when you press 
it up and down the sound is like crying like a baby going ‘wahwah.’ So that’s why they called it that. 
It’s truly inspiring to know that rockers could take that simple sound of the baby crying and produce 
with it epic rock hits. Everyone from LEd Zeppelin to Jimi Hendrix and others used this one and it was 
good. It is so sick and awesome. It gets a rating of ‘R’ because it’s good but not the best.

R


